
Product Conformity Programme:
protect your citizens and economy 
from unsafe, imported products

Helping you raise the standards of your country’s imports



Helping you protect your population  
from unsafe imports

“

“

Unsafe and unreliable 

products can cost a 

country many millions 

of dollars each year.

Many goods are now produced in countries where the safety and performance 

requirements of the importing country or region are not always understood. 

Unfortunately they can also be deliberately ignored for financial gain.

Unsafe and unreliable products can cost a country many millions of dollars each 

year through replacement costs for products that do not last as long as they 

should and also in compensation due to injury, death or damage to property. 

As a result of this, many countries around the world have now implemented  

and enforced robust safety standards to ensure that products imported, sold  

and used within their countries are safe. This prevents products such as electrical 

goods, motor vehicles, toys and even chemicals, which do not meet your 

country’s safety requirements, from entering the market.

Consequently, countries that do not have such stringent regulations are often 

supplied with these substandard products. In addition, the increasing number  

of counterfeit goods is now regarded universally as a major problem, with 

experience showing that these goods are likely to fail the most basic safety 

requirements, endangering not only your population but your economy too.

However, it is not enough for a country to merely publish safety standards. These 

standards must be enforced. Intertek have the experience and expertise to help 

your Government enforce these standards at the point of export.

“

“

Counterfeit goods are 

universally regarded as 

a major problem.



Using their Product Conformity Programme (PCP), Intertek has assisted 

Governments in countries such as the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Nigeria, 

Kuwait and Kenya in preventing the import of unsafe goods into their country. 

The Intertek PCP is specifically designed to be fully consistent with the rules 

and regulations of the World Trade Organisation (WTO).

 The Product Conformity Programme (PCP) - 
designed to protect your citizens

Intertek’s programme works in the following way:

 • The Government defines the list of products which must comply with safety   
  standards before they can be imported.

 • Exporters to the country are offered a number of alternative ways to comply with  
  the appropriate safety standards.

 • Once the compliance of the products has been verified, the exporter and importer  
  are issued with a Certificate of Conformity for that shipment by Intertek.

 • The shipment will only be allowed to clear Customs by production of this Certificate  
  of Conformity by the importer.

 • The entire process can be performed in the name of the Government’s national  
  standards body. All documentation would then carry their logo and brand name,  
  further enhancing the international status of the national standards body.

How the PCP works

No charge is made by Intertek to a Government for establishing and managing a PCP.  
The programme is fully financed by charging the exporter a percentage of each shipment’s 
Freight On Board (FOB) value, subject to a minimum charge. Other administrative charges 
may be incurred by the exporter depending upon which option is chosen to  
demonstrate conformity.

What a PCP costs

“

“

Exporters to the 

country are offered  

a number of alternative 

ways to comply with 

the appropriate  

safety standards.        



  “

“

Implementing a PCP 

will help ensure that 

substandard products 

are not dumped into 

your country.        

The benefits of the PCP programme

 • Ensures the safety of imports into your country

  Implementing a PCP will help ensure that unsafe and counterfeit products are not  
  imported into your country. It helps protect your citizens from harm and injury whilst  
  also helping to protect property and possessions from fire, damage and other hazards.

 • Prevents unsafe product dumping

  Implementing a PCP will ensure that substandard products are not dumped into your  
  country. This promotes fair competition between imported and locally manufactured  
  goods, protecting the local industry, and safeguards employment and income for citizens.

 • Improves the quality of imported products

  Implementing a PCP will help raise the quality of imported products. Where  
  a manufacturer has improved the safety of a product, its quality is also enhanced.

 • No fees charged to the Government

  It is customary for product testing and certification fees to be paid by the exporter.  
  As a result, no fees are charged to the Government.

Intertek - the key to implementing a successful PCP

Intertek already operates a number of such programmes globally, so we know that  
to be successful it must:

 • Have clear and transparent processes

  Intertek ensures that exporters and importers are fully informed and kept aware  
  of new information relating to the programme. This is achieved by establishing  
  offices in the countries of the main exporters and the client country, contacting  
  industry organisations, distributing printed material, maintaining websites and   
  conducting presentations to industry.

 • Be flexible but maintain its integrity

  The PCP allows exporters flexibility in deciding how to comply according to the  
  nature of the product, the frequency of shipments and any existing test certificates  
  the exporter may hold. For added convenience, the certification takes place in the  
  country of export which is often the country of manufacture.

 • Offer a global service

  Intertek has a network of nearly 400 laboratories and 600 offices in over 100   
  countries, employing more than 21,000 staff. Additionally, the Group has invested  
  heavily in analytical and reporting technology to provide clients with accurate and  
  timely inspection, testing, certification and registration information.
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The success of the Product Conformity Programme (PCP) is undeniable. Records 

show that one country using the system gradually reduced the number of 

non-conforming products being imported from 45% to 5%. This confi rms the 

effectiveness of the programme and its ongoing deterrent impact in keeping 

levels of non-conforming products to a manageable level.

PCP in action

A successful, globally acceptable and internationally recognised Product Conformity 
Programme from Intertek, can help prevent the supply of unsafe and unusable products 
in your country.

The message is clear

Effectiveness of Product Conformity Programme
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Contact Us:

Intertek Government Services 
Academy Place, 1-9 Brook Street,  
Brentwood, Essex CM14 5NQ  
United Kingdom

T: +44 (0)1277 223 400 
F: +44 (0)1277 220 296

info.government@intertek.com www.intertek.com/government 

The Government Services division works with Governments to provide a range 

of services, working with national standards bodies to help ensure that imports 

comply with safety standards and working with Customs and Ministries of 

Finance to support the collection of import duty revenues. Services provided  

to Ministries of Transport can implement a range of Supply Chain  

Security Services.

For further information please contact us on +44 (0)1277 223 400 or e-mail  

info.government@intertek.com to speak to one of our PCP specialists.

About Intertek


